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Soulful roots-rock with an original Austin wakeless that includes an align of feel-good groovers to

down-and-out ballads, and vice versa. This cd will take you on a journey from set out to finish. 14 MP3

Songs FOLK: Modern Folk, POP: Folky Pop Just One Souvenir Songs Details: Andrew Reid was born

Andrew Reid in Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada on December 24, 1971. He set outed off as a

coddle then a small boy, now he's a full-grown man (yet still very boyish). Some of his fondest memories

are listening to Neil Young tapes - like Harvest, Rust Never Sleeps, and Comes A Time - while driving

somewhere to go sailboarding, then riggin' up or waitin' for the wind to blow. He moved to Ottawa to

attend Carleton University where he graduated with a Public Administration degree after spending the

greater part of his time carousing and competing in full-contact Tae Kwon Do, having earned his

black-belt. Andrew worked as a computer programmer which led him to Austin to pursue both a career in

software development and music. He wasn't in Austin seven months when a surfing trip to San Diego

would change his life forever and have him sitting in a wheelchair. Within one year he became the

Canadian National Handcycling Champion. While writing music and practicing on the guitar, it wasn't until

he met Champ Covington that he would spend countless hours playing  recording, creating the band

White Colla (white-collar dudes, blue-collar attitudes... seemed like a revelation at the time). Andrew has

just finished his first solo cd entitled Just One Souvenir and is now working on an acoustic project entitled

Killin' Flies and a more upbeat record he calls Midnight Afternoon. More importantly, he is standing on his

braces and stretching daily, fighting the pain, and soon to be walking - thanks to the man upstairs - after

five years of never planning to again.
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